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Despite the rich organbuilding 
traditions of Silesia, many local organ 
building companies are still waiting to 
become the subject of scientific discus-
sion. Suffice it to say that even a com-
pany as famous as Schlag & Söhne from 
Świdnica, which produced not less 
than approximately 1100 organs, does 
not possess any monograph devoted 
to its history. Though one of the larg-
est organ building companies in the 
Opole region, the family-owned organ 
building company Berschdorf based 
in Nysa is still one of those scarcely 
known companies. It was founded in 
1889 by organ builder Paul Berschdorf 
(1859–1933) from Głogówek. In 1928 
his son Carl (1887–1950 took over and 
led the company in Nysa until the end 
of the Second World War. The Ber-
schdorf family extended their excep-
tionally buoyant activities to the whole of Silesia, with a focus on the area of the former 
administrative district of Opole. They left behind a heritage of about 160 instruments. 
Many of them still resound in Silesian churches to this date, demonstrating the high qualifi-
cations of the Nysa-based organ building workshop.

The rich history concerning the activities of that company has unfortunately sunk 
into oblivion and it was only due to a publication issued in 2012 by Rev. Grzegorz Poźniak 
(Firma organmistrzowska Berschdorf z  Nysy w  świetle korespondencji z  parafią pw. św. 
Bartłomieja w Gliwicach), currently Professor at the Department of Musicology of the 
University of Opole, that it recovered its due place in scientific reflection. Even at that 
point the author called for the collection of further data about the organbuilding activities 
of Paul and Carl Berschdorf. The discussed monograph, which is a follow-up of the proj-
ect “White spaces – music and dance“ (Białe plamy – Muzyka i Taniec) conducted by the 
Institute of Music and Dance in Warsaw, is a response to this request. In the framework 
of this study, the author has thoroughly searched through the State Archives in Opole for 
information concerning the Berschdorf company. A detailed analysis of the records of the 
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Administrative District of Opole was carried out, with a special focus on the documents 
of Branch II concerning churches and schools. The search scope was restricted to the area 
of the present Opole Voivodeship, including a part of the former Racibórz Duchy. Bas-
ing on the archive materials found, the author succeeded in describing the wide range of 
activities of the Berschdorf company in the Opole region, which, as proven by the author, 
was not limited solely to the construction or renovation of organs.

The book consists of five chapters that deal with the correspondence of the vari-
ous parishes with the authorities of the Administrative District of Opole. The presented 
documents include, among others, acceptance reports, bills, declarations of costs, organ 
maintenance contracts, and (in fewer cases) also repair cost estimates as well as cost es-
timates for the construction of new organs. The following parts of the monograph are 
devoted to the various types of activities of the Berschdorf company. The first part (pp. 
15–77) is dedicated to the construction of new organs. It provides (sometimes completely 
new) information about 26 instruments. It is worth mentioning that in no less than 20 
cases it was possible to update existing knowledge, e.g. with regard to the year of construc-
tion of certain organs. The second part (pp. 79–88) gives examples of how the Berschdorf 
company carried out continuous organ maintenance work on instruments. The third part 
(pp. 89–191) is dedicated to the renovation of organs (including also the conversion of 
instruments) and other organ-building activities. This most comprehensive part of the 
publication provides much valuable information not only about the activities of the Nysa-
based company, but also about the trends in Silesian organ construction of those days. 
A particular field of activity of the company from Nysa was, for example, the replacement 
of missing front pipes that had been confiscated during the First World War. The fourth 
part (pp. 193–228) presents cost estimates for various kinds of organ-building work that 
was not executed. The last part (pp. 229–241) analyses Carl Berschdorf ‘s activities in the 
socio-political field and his work for the German Association of Organ Builders. The pub-
lication is rounded off by an annex (pp. 245–254) which deserves special attention, even 
though it is not directly related to the subject of the monograph. By a  stroke of luck, 
the author managed to get access to the family archive of Carl Berschdorf ‘s descendants.  
Thanks to this, the annex contains unique photographs of the Berschdorf family, enriched 
by excerpts from a thesis defended by Mrs Kornelia Cichoń at the Church Music Acad-
emy in Regensburg in 2018.

To sum up this book review, it needs to be stressed first of all that the publication 
enriches our existing knowledge of the history of the Berschdorf company and thereby 
also of the organ building history of Silesia and closes a large number of very important 
knowledge gaps. The new insights are all the more valuable considering the fact that they 
are entirely based on a thorough research of source materials. While it deserves to be ac-
knowledged that the author provides photographs of the documents in question, it must 
be pointed out that he should have chosen a larger size to make them more legible. As the 
author rightly points out: “when setting out to explore the collections of the State Archives 
in Opole in respect of the activities of the organ building company Berschdorf from Nysa 
in the Opole region, the writer of these words did not expect that he would have to deal 
with such an extensive correspondence. There can be no doubt that this is due to the 
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precise administrative organisation of the Church and the Prussian state that resulted 
in even the smallest undertakings of a financial or economic nature being documented, 
including even a sphere of church activity such as organs. Their construction, minor and 
major repairs, modernisation and continuous organ maintenance work were connected 
with permits, co-financing and other administrative acts. This, in turn, generated a rigor-
ously compiled documentation which made it possible to verify our existing knowledge 
about the activities of the Berschdorf company in the Opole region and revealed many 
previously unknown facts“.

Hopefully, this publication will inspire further research not only on the activities of 
the Nysa-based Berschdorf company, but also on other organbuilding companies. There 
can, after all, be no doubt that numerous documents hidden in various kinds of archives 
are still waiting to broaden our knowledge about the history of organbuilding in Silesia 
with new facts and to help clarifying many complex issues.      

Andrzej Prasał

In early March 2020 a particularly inter-
esting book was published in Opole by the 
publishing house Sindruk-DIMK, written 
by church musician and musicology student 
at the University of Opole, Piotr Matoga, an 
impassioned researcher of history and or-
ganbuilding in the community of Cracow, of 
which he is a representative. 

The book is entirely devoted to the organ 
building heritage of Antoni Sapalski (1822–
1890) in the city of Cracow. At the time when 
the book described here was released, A. Sa-
palski was primarily known as the first Pol-
ish organ building theorist who crowned his 
organ building knowledge and practice by 
publishing his memorable work in the year 
1880 called Guide for Organists (Przewodnik 
dla organistów. Wskazówki jak organy w do-
brym stanie utrzymywać, reparacye i strojenie 
ich samemu uskuteczniać itd. Pogląd teore-
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tyczno-praktyczny dla dozorów kościelnych, proboszczów, budujących kościoły, jak niemniej 
miłośników muzyki kościelnej objaśniony trzydziestoma drzeworytami). That publication was 
the first of its kind written in Polish. Apart from that, A. Sapalski also worked as an organ 
builder, i.e. he constructed and renovated organs. This fact, however, receded into the back-
ground in the public perception. In this context the book published by P. Matoga constitutes 
a remarkable novum, as it describes in a pioneering way A. Sapalski’s organ building herit-
age, even if, in this case, his study is limited exclusively to the Royal City of Cracow. That 
way the author of the publication provides his valuable contribution to Polish organ studies. 

The entire book consists of five chapters. A list of abbreviations and a bibliography ap-
pear at the end of the book, together with a very useful index of names. 

The first chapter starts with historical sketches referring to the history of organ building 
in nineteenth-century Cracow, i.e. the creative period of A. Sapalski. Additionally the his-
torical sketches also show the various activities of the organ builders who were working in 
Cracow in the nineteenth century. This chapter thus displays the broad background of organ 
building in nineteenth-century Cracow, and it is against this background that the reader will 
see more clearly the scope of Antoni Sapalski’s achievements. 

The second chapter introduces the organ builder as a person by presenting a full biog-
raphy that contains at first his origin, then his educational training, and finally his interest 
in organs as well as a general characterization of his organ building activities. One of A. 
Sapalski’s central achievements was the above-mentioned publication of his Guide for Or-
ganists, which went down in history as the first Polish book of its kind. The second part of 
this chapter is devoted to this work. 

The third chapter is a detailed description of Antoni Sapalski’s activities in the city of 
Cracow. The author first describes 13 new instruments constructed by this organ builder 
and then mentions another instrument that is attributed to A. Sapalski. The author also 
briefly refers to an unidentified instrument which is mentioned in Sapalski’s offers. Sub-
sequently the author lists the instruments on which Sapalski worked. This refers to three 
different forms of work: repair, renovation and conversion. The author lists 8 instruments 
in this regard. He also mentions two works that had only been taken into consideration, 
but were never performed. Regarding the content of this chapter as a whole, there is one 
aspect that is extremely important for the publication discussed, namely the in-depth study 
of historical sources referring to all the organs described in this chapter and based on a criti-
cal apparatus provided with high precision. This should be regarded as an excellent starting 
point for further historical and instrumentological research. 

The fourth chapter is a kind of summary with respect to the general characteristics of 
Sapalski organs. The author takes into account five factors. Firstly he specifies the size of the 
instruments expressed by the number of stops and sections, and also with regard to key-
boards. Then the author discusses the technical solutions applied by Sapalski and analyzes 
the issue of  the organs’ disposition. In addition, the author separately discusses such an im-
portant issue as the prospects of Sapalski’s organs, and finally there is a very short discussion 
of the name plates which – although rarely – were used by his workshop. All those factors 
are very valuable for the identification of the specific nature of organ building represented 
by Sapalski in the context of his times and environment. 
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Finally, in the book’s fifth chapter, the author attempts to catalogue Antoni Sapalski’s 
organ building work. Although the discussed book is exclusively devoted to organs in Cra-
cow, the author, during his description of Cracow instruments, accidentally learns of other 
instruments built in other countries, regions and various other cities and submits that in-
formation in a table with the basic data such as the year when work was started (the list 
includes all orders between 1851 and 1885), the site where the orders were carried out (loca-
tion and name of the church), the type of organ building work (construction, renovation or 
conversion) as well as information whether the instrument is preserved or not resp. whether 
it has been relocated. 

A valuable aspect of the book as a whole is its clear layout. The organs‘ disposition is 
provided in a table together with the scope of their keyboards. In addition, the layout is en-
riched by a precious photographic documentation as well as numerous appended diagrams  
and copies of original documents. 

The discussed publication earns special distinction for a set of reasons, but it may be 
sufficient to list only the three major benefits here. 

Firstly, the discussed publication is the work of a young researcher, student and church 
musician whose fascination for the “royal instrument” delivers extremely interesting and 
very necessary results. Particularly valuable is his in-depth study of historical sources which 
pave the way for detailed organ studies in the future. 

Secondly, the publication discussed significantly enriches our knowledge of Antoni Sa-
palski’s organ building activities and also of the instruments existing in Cracow, especially 
those originating from the second half of the nineteenth century, an era of social and cul-
tural transformation for the city in many respects. 

Thirdly, the publication presented also highlights the potential of the publishing house  
Sindruk-DIMK from Opole when it comes to editing works from the field of musicology 
and music. With the publication of this book the afore-said publisher has once again deliv-
ered evidence of his great publishing expertise.

Franciszek� Koenig

The last century is the renaissance of Polish organ music and knowledge about this in-
strument. Interesting compositions, countless festivals, concert halls filled with listeners, 
organ constructions and reconstructions. These phenomena could not escape the attention 
of Polish musicologists and music theorists. Therefore, the International Scientific Sessions 
called “Organ and Organ Music” were initiated in 1977. These events accompanied subse-
quent editions of the Organ Music Festival in Koszalin, Poland. State College of Music in 

REVIEW Publishing series Organy i muzyka organowa, J. Krassowsk�i 
(ed.), vol. I-V, Gdańsk� 1977–1984. Ak�ademia Muzyczna  
im. Stanisława Moniuszk�i.
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Gdańsk, later renamed Stanisław Moniuszko Academy of Music, was the chief organiser 
of the event. Conferences have always been so popular that they usually take place every 
two years until this day. Materials from a given session are published each time. This way, 
a collection of several hundred papers presented in 15 volumes of “Organ and Organ Mu-
sic” series was created. The purpose of this article is to discuss the aforementioned content. 
Due to the substantial amount of material, the analysis was divided into three parts of five 
volumes each.

The described volumes were created successively in 1977, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1984. The 
scientific editorial board was chaired by Janusz Krassowski. In addition to the papers, the 
books contain abstracts in German (with the exception of volume I where it is in English) 
and biographies of the authors. The subject matter concerns three areas: history and organ 
construction, performances of organ music, works dedicated to organs. The texts usually 
appear in this order.

The most abundant area of research is the one that concerns organ construction. Tun-
ing and intonation are among the frequently discussed topics. Bogusław Sudak publishes  
a series of articles on Medieval ways of pipe scaling. He describes, among others, treatises of 
Odo from Cluny, Hucbald and Notker Labeo from the 9th–11th centuries (volume I), as well 
as the influence of Antiquity on the Medieval theory of organ construction based on the 
document Mensura fistularum et monochordi from the 10th century (volume II). Joachim 
Gudel, on the other hand, outlines the problem of the tuning and intonation of old key-
boards: organs, clavichord and harpsichord (volume II). Jan Chwałek reads and analyzes the 
Latin text found on the pages of the Tablature of Jan of Lublin from 1540 (volume V). It is 
the oldest text known in Poland regarding tuning a keyboard instrument.

Several articles have been entirely devoted to the issues of protection and conserva-
tion of historic organs. Jan Chwałek presents the course of action to protect historic organs 
in Poland, its directions of development, achievements and difficulties (volume I). He de-
scribes the period of time between 1967 and 1977, when the first conferences on instrument 
conservation took place. 19th century Cracow is of interest to Tadeusz Przybylski (volume 
I). Marian Dorawa specifies the concept of a monument in his text. On several examples, he 
reveals how the value of old instruments in Poland is underestimated (volume III). Julian 
Gembalski also deals with this topic describing the situation of historic organs in France 
(volume III). Several speakers dealt with the subject of a specific instrument: Jan Chwałek 
describes the instrument from the parish church in Kazimierz upon the Wisła river (volume 
II), Joachim Gudel – the organ of the church of St. Jacob in Olsztyn (volume IV), Hanna 
Wieczorkiewicz – instrument from the church of the Holy Trinity in Gdańsk (volume V), 
Marian Dorawa – side organs from the church of St. John in Toruń (volume V).

Several texts relate to the condition of organ construction in the selected area. Wanda 
Falk took up organ instruments of the Low Beskids (volume I). Marian Dorawa focuses on 
issues related to monuments located in northern Poland (volume II). Jan van Mol writes 
about the 18th century history of organ and organ music in Flanders (volume III). In an-
other article, Waldemar Kapeć describes the organs and musicians of Cracow’s Dominican 
churches St. Giles’ and the Holy Trinity (volume III). Historic instruments located in south-
ern Sweden, in Skåne, are described by Urszula Ptaszyńska-Grahm (volume III). Wiktor 
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Z. Łyjak describes in detail the organs in Łowicz, including instruments of the Łowicz col-
legiate church and the parish church of the Holy Spirit (volume IV). Maria Konopka gives 
information about the organs at the Archdiaconate of Sandomierz in the 18th century based 
on the on-site visit files (volume V). On the other hand, Waldemar Kapeć describes the 
participation of Dominicans in organ construction in eastern Poland in the 17th–19th cen-
turies (volume V). Werner Walcker-Mayer describes Walcker organs in Poland. He supple-
ments the paper with drawings, photographs and instrument dispositions (volume V). Józef 
Serafin describes organ building in Sweden (volume II). The author points to the 18th centu-
ry as the one in which the first instrument was created and the Swedish organ craftsmanship 
reached the European level. He also periodizes history and lists the most important people.

The next area concerns the postulates and instructions addressed to the organ-builders. 
Jan Jargoń deals with the opposition of art and technology in organ construction (volume I) 
and he regrets that the former one was neglected. He presents the appropriate technical and 
sound assumptions for the construction of the instrument, as well as the possibility of verify-
ing the organ-builder’s artistic predispositions. Zenon Kobus, on the other hand, indicates 
how important the place of an instrument in a building is (volume I). The architect of the 
newly constructed building should plan the arrangement and nature of the organs already at 
the design stage. Tadeusz Machl describes a graphic-symbolic method of marking parts on 
register clefs (volume I). It is accurate, clear and legible regardless of the cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds. Marianna Sankiewicz writes about the acoustic function of an organ prospectus 
(volume IV). She lists differences in the perception of organs covered by a traditional prospec-
tus (the upper ends of the pipes are covered) and the modern one. The comparison is in favour 
of the traditional prospectus. On the other hand, Gustaw Budzyński took up the acoustic as-
pect of the organ in Święta Lipka (volume IV). The German organ-builder Werner Walcker-
Mayer gives the possibilities of a compromise combination of North German Baroque organs 
and instruments from the 19th and 20th centuries (volume IV).

Books on organ structure are also of interest to these writers. In memory of the cente-
nary of the birth of Albert Schweitzer (1875–1965), Jerzy Erdman presents a fragment of his 
considerations in the field of organ action (volume I). Jerzy Gołos complements and cor-
rects his work “Polish organs and organ music” from 1972 (volume III). Antoni Sapalski’s 
activities are noticed in two articles (volume III). Jan Chwałek describes his most famous 
book, Guide for Organists, 100 years after its first edition. What is more, Alicja Saturska deals 
with specific issues describing the organ stops in terms of the author. Jerzy Gołos refers to 
the work of L. Rojzman Organ in the history of Russian music culture, published in Moscow 
in 1979 (volume IV). He gives some additions and comments that may inspire the author 
to continue working.

Magazines describing the state of organ construction and the realities of the musicians’ 
work are also particularly popular. Wiktor Z. Łyjak provides information about organists 
taken from the 19th century “Religious-moral Magazine” published in Warsaw (volume 
III). Jerzy Gołos, on the other hand, wrote down information from the “Płock Shepherd’s 
Monthly” magazine from the first half of the 20th century. The most important is the infor-
mation about the transfer of organs with clear Iberian influence from the dissolved Domini-
can monastery in Toruń to Dobrzeń upon the Drwęca river (volume V).
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Specific organ-builders are described by Antoni Pietrzyk and Ernest Kubala. The first 
one corrects errors and supplements the news regarding the activities of Biernacki family 
(volume IV). This company composed of three generations of family members operated at 
the turn of the century. They were the following organ masters: Hugon Ernest, Dominik I, 
Wacław I, Dominik II and Wacław II. It is difficult to assess the activity of this company due 
to the large diversity of professional knowledge of the characters described. Ernest Kubala, 
on the other hand, describes the life and activity of Tomasz Falla, organ-builder who lived in 
the years 1860–1922. In Lviv he was a student of Jan Śliwiński who practiced in the famous 
workshop of A. Cavaille-Colle. The company operated in Szczyrzyc in the years 1885–1980. 
The organs with which they supplied Galicia usually had between 5 and 20 stops.

The following articles deal with various historical issues. Leon Witkowski supplements 
the periodization of the organ history with an often neglected ancient period (volume II). 
He quotes sources talking about hydraulic organs, their numerous names, as well as the gen-
esis and the process of improving the instrument. The use of organs in antiquity was also de-
scribed. Gert Oost presents a moment of the history of organ construction in the Netherlands 
(volume II). The year 1800 turns out to be a breakthrough in the mentality and musical tastes 
of composers in favour of returning to counterpoint, which also brought a change in organ 
construction. Heinz B. Orlinski describes changes in the construction of the pedalboard in 
various styles of instruments (volume IV). The same author points to the great interest in 
organ and organ music in modern times and the benefits of this state of affairs (volume V).

The second area of research is the performance of organ music. Compared to previ-
ous issues, this topic was dealt with much less frequently. Writers describe specific prob-
lems of the organ music performance. Heinz B. Orlinski takes up the subject of the art of 
organ improvisation (volume I). The paper addresses the following issues: colouring, im-
provisation for cantus firmus, improvisation on a given topic, free improvisation. Franciszek 
Wesołowski describes various instruments and their combinations used in basso continuo 
practice, registration principles and proper structure of the part (volume II).

Papers devoted to the work of a particular composer or era constitute another subgroup 
of research on the performance of organ music. Leszek Werner writes about the perfor-
mance practice of the works of the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries with particular em-
phasis on the work of Girolamo Frescobaldi (volume I). He stops at the master’s original 
remarks regarding Fiori musicali and the toccatas and partitas collection. Zenon Kobus 
describes the art of English organ music registration (volume II). He indicates different pe-
riods of creation and the associated selection of organ stops. Franciszek Wesołowski deals 
with the organ works of the composer and organist Henry Purcell (1659–1695) (volume 
IV). He describes instruments suitable for this music, rules of the tempo and chromatic 
changes, various types of ornamentation. The interpretation of Max Reger’s organ works 
according to Heinz Wunderlich depends on three conditions: transparency of the music 
image, exuberant expression of the organist, appropriate instrument (volumes IV and V). 
However, the fact that Reger was not sufficiently familiar with the principles of organ in-
terpretation is a kind of obstacle and hence some terms are inadequate or incorrect. The 
problems involve piano and pianissimo play. Then, auxiliary devices and the use of terrace 
dynamics are necessary.
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The authors of the papers also took up the subject of organ music performance text-
books. Franciszek Wesołowski writes about the 17th century Il Transilvano organ school by 
Girolamo Diruta (volume III). The importance of this first handbook for an organ music 
performer is enormous. The author describes issues regarding counterpoint, music rules, 
transposition, as well as the proper way of registration and the attitude of an instrumental-
ist. Music examples have their source in Italian literature. Bogusław Sudak summarizes the 
information on organ playing in Versuch űber die Wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen by C.P.E. 
Bach from the second half of the 18th century (volume V). Bach describes, among others, 
the problems of organ dynamics.

The papers devoted to the works of Johann Sebastian Bach somehow combine the issues 
of performance and music analysis. Leon Bator presents the genesis of ornamentation in 
the composer’s organ music (volume I). He emphasizes how valuable the urtext editions of 
the works of old masters are, in which they give their instructions, e.g. write out ornaments. 
Heinz Wunderlich describes his own experience gained on the organs of Arp Schnitger 
from the church of St. James in Hamburg (volume II). This instrument was built in the 
spirit of the Orgelbewegung aesthetics. The author indicates that only with the help of such 
organs can the character of Bach’s music be fully expressed. He also defines other factors 
important for the correct interpretation of Baroque art. Correct articulation, which is the 
subject of the article by Heinz B. Orlinski, is one of them (volume II). Wilhelm Płodzień, 
on the other hand, describes the changes in forms that occur in Bach’s preludes and fugues 
(volume II). He indicates, among others, the degree of complexity of the works, uniform-
ity of form, influences of Italian music. Alena Veselá describes the issues of ornamentation 
based on the Bach table ornamentation from the piano booklet for the son of Wilhelm 
Friedemann (volume III). Helmuth Rudloff outlines the influence of the Baroque master on 
F. Mendelssohn’s organ works. This romantic took Bach’s principles of shaping the form and 
polyphonic technique, but subordinated them to the personal style and character of the era. 
This author’s second paper concerns the reception of J.S. Bach at the beginning of the 19th 
century and the publication of his organ works (volume IV). It turns out that the promotion 
of this work aroused German national consciousness, and Bach’s oeuvre became a symbol 
of German and national characteristics. Piotr Grajter tackles the problems of form in Bach 
organ variations (volume V). Lech Kucharski also refers to the fugue master, describing six 
fugues on B-A-C-H op. 60 by R. Schumann (volume V). He devotes an article to the archi-
tecture of the works, the characteristics of the elements and the comparison of the oeuvres 
of both composers.

There is a significant group of papers slightly off the top-down tripartite division and 
they are the ones concerning education. Mirosława Semeniuk-Podraza presents a timetable 
of organ literature for students of State College of Music in Cracow (volume I). She devides 
the material into periods from Gregorian chant to Bach, from Bach to Debussy, from De-
bussy to avant-garde. Tadeusz Przybylski gives the specifics of the Salesian organist school 
operating in Przemyśl in 1916–1963 (volume III). The text by Jan Boehm refers to organist 
and singing courses organized for the youth of Powiśle and Warmia by the Association for 
the Defense of the Western Borderlands in 1923–1928 (volume III). Wanda Falk presents 
the subject area of the theses by the students of State College of Music in Cracow in the years 
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1958–1978 (volume III). 64 students decided to identify the issues of organ and organ music 
in their dissertations. Music theorists have taken up, among others, issues of form analysis, 
composer techniques, theoretical treatises and organ construction. Organists mostly dealt 
with performance issues and interpretation of J.S. Bach’s music.

Articles in the field of musical analysis usually relate to the specificity of the work of 
a given region or nation or specific composers. The first group includes a paper by Julian 
Gembalski on organ music in Silesia (volume I). Urszula Ptaszyńska-Grahm presents con-
temporary Swedish organ music (volume II). She briefly outlines history and presents the 
precursor of this field, Otto Olsson. Wanda Falk describes the dynamically developing 
contemporary music of the USSR and the state of construction (volume II). She indicates 
the beginnings of organ culture in Kievan Rus dating back to the 11th century. Important 
composers for the development of this field are: Aleksandr F. Gedike, Isaj A. Braudo, Hugo 
Lepnurm. The leading position in the Soviet Union is occupied by the organ culture of the 
Baltic States, which is the subject of Ilma Grauzdina’s paper (volume II). It marks the histori-
cal and stylistic stages of development of Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian music. Vytautas 
Landsbergis, on the other hand, describes the importance of Lithuanian organists at the 
turn of the 20th century (volume II). At that time, the parish musicians played the role of 
music revival activists. Ruta Gajdamavičiute writes about the role of composers Č. Sasnaus-
kas and J. Naujalis during this period (volume III). In the next article, the author discusses 
the problems of rhythm among contemporary authors of this country (volume V). Jurate 
Landsbergite also writes about the specificity of Lithuanian music (volumes IV and V). Na-
tional trends in Bulgarian organ creation are described by Newa Krystewa (volume III). 
She informs that it was in this country where the Roman organs from the 2nd or 3rd century 
were discovered. Organ music returned to favour only in the 1930s thanks to the composers 
Pancza Władiferow and Petko Stainow. At present, Bulgarians have already been through 
the stage of the first experiments and are striving to create their national style.

One of the goals of the organizers of “Organ and Organ Music” session is to promote 
the work of contemporary Polish composers. The works of Henryk H. Jabłoński, Au-
gustyn Bloch, Henryk M. Górecki (volume I), Maria Dziewulska, Tadeusz Paciorkiewicz, 
Kazimierz Serocki, Norbert M. Kuźnik (volume II) and Tadeusz Machl (volume III) were 
presented. In addition, it has been undertaken to analyse the entire work and activity of 
Mieczysław Surzyński, Fr. Hieronim Feicht (volume I), Bernard Pietrzak (volume III), Hen-
ryk J. Jabłoński (volume IV), Juliusz Łuciuk, Jerzy Bauer (volume V).

Jerzy Gołos looks at the subject of organ creativity from a wider perspective (volume II). 
He undertakes to split the history of organ music in the 19th century. This period was consid-
ered to be late. The author, however, proves the great importance, shown against the back-
ground of Europe, of composers: Karol Kurpiński, Józef Grabowski, Aleksander Karczyński, 
and Eugeniusz Walkiewicz.

Lech Kucharski summarizes contemporary organ works (volume II). The author em-
phasizes that in recent years there has been a growing interest in organ performance through 
an increased number of competitions, concerts and festivals. Based on the catalogue of the 
Polish Composers’ Union and surveys, he made a list of organ works after 1945. The list 
comprises 29 names of artists and about 95 compositions. In addition, Tadeusz Machl ar-
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gues that a good organ piece can only come out of the organist’s hand due to the technical 
and color specificity of the instrument (volume II). He supports his opinion with examples 
from the analysis of Gothic Suite by L. Boelmann and Volumina by G. Ligetti.

The authors are also interested in the old and modern organists. Stanisław Lachowicz 
describes the biography and activities of August Freyer, a Saxon living in the 19th century 
(volume II). He worked as an organist and music director in the Warsaw Evangelical Church 
of Augsburg Confession. Tadeusz Przybylski, on the other hand, describes the history of 
Wincent Wacław Richling, the organist and director of the Wawel choir, who lived in the 
same century. The author also made a list of Richling’s compositions. Gert Oost describes 
the activities of a Dutch composer Anthon van der Horst (1899–1965) (volume III). His 
works are characterized by transparency of structure, expressiveness and a wealth of ideas. 
The scale formed by Horst – modus coniunctus is typical of most compositions. Małgorzata 
Nawrocka presents the profiles of the organists of the parish church in Poznań in the years 
1815–1919 (volume V). Urszula Ptaszyńska-Grahm describes the organ works of Heinz B. 
Orlinski, a composer, virtuoso and conductor born in Upper Silesia in 1928 (volume V).

Several conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the aforementioned papers. The au-
thors of the texts from the series ”Organ and organ music” from 1977–1984 focused on 
organ history and construction. The following topics were discussed:
•	 tuning and intonation,
•	 historical issues,
•	 protection and conservation of historic organs,
•	 condition of organ construction,
•	 postulates and tips for organ-builders,
•	 books of organ construction,
•	 magazines describing the state of organ construction  

and the reality of musicians’ lives,
•	 activity of organ-builders.

The subsequent texts concern the issue of organ music performance (problems of or-
gan play, performance practice regarding the work of a particular composer or era, organ 
textbooks), performance and analysis of J.S. Bach’s works and education. The last group 
of papers serves to present the specifics of the work of a given region or nation or specific 
composers, with particular emphasis on the music of 20th century Polish artists, as well as 
the presentation of old and contemporary organists.

Karolina Pawlik�
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For many years now the topic of Silesian 
organs has received growing interest among 
the scientific community in Poland. But in 
spite of evident progress in this respect, there 
are still many blank spaces to be filled. It is, 
therefore, with increased satisfaction that we 
should welcome the publication of the book 
by Rev. Dr. Franciszek Koenig which is devot-
ed to the transformations in organ building 
in Upper Silesia that took place in the period 
from the middle of the nineteenth century to 
1945, on the example of the organs preserved 
in churches of the Gliwice diocese. The sub-
ject and scope of the research work was lim-
ited to a particular time and region. It covers 
a period of less than 100 years, but with re-
gard to the transformations in organ building 
that occurred during that time, it is a period 
of unprecedented changes in the field of or-
gan construction as well as transformations 
in the field of sound esthetics. The book was 
published as the fourth volume in the series “Opole Musicology – Studies and Materials”. 

The presented book as a whole consists of two parts, the first of which (chapters I and 
II) introduces the broad historical and cultural context for the results of the instrumento-
logical research that are gathered in the second part (chapters III and IV). The first part 
(pp. 79–194) starts by presenting the social and economic situation in Upper Silesia in the 
nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century. It was a time of intensive industrial de-
velopment and, as a consequence, of great transformations including also the field of musi-
cal culture. Therefore a separate section was devoted to the description of the heritage and 
evolution of musical culture in Upper Silesia in its various forms (choral and instrumental 
music, concert life, folklore singing, musical publishing), taking into account, inter alia, the 
impact of music tradition of a city like Breslau. The Upper Silesian church music tradition 
is discussed in a separate section. Then, in the second chapter (pp. 195–333), we find a gen-
eral, but very thorough outline of the history of organ building in Silesia from the thirteenth 
century to 1945. A particular focus is put on the activities of organbuilders who came from 

REVIEW FRANCISZEK KOENIG, Budownictwo organowe na Górnym 
Śląsku od połowy XIX w. do roku 1945. Ewolucja rozwiązań 
konstrukcyjnych i estetyki brzmieniowej na przykładzie  
instrumentów w kościołach diecezji gliwickiej. Series: Muzyk�o-
logia Opolsk�a – Studia i Materiały 4. Opole: Redak�cja Wydaw-
nictw Wydziału Teologicznego Uniwersytetu Opolsk�iego 2019, 
pp. 908. ISBN 978-83-65860-41-5.
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Upper Silesia and worked in this region. This gave the opportunity to capture the essential 
characteristics of organs built in that region until the mid-nineteenth century in order to 
better understand the directions of the transformation in Upper Silesian organbuilding in 
the nineteenth century and in the first half of the twentieth century. 

The second part of the book contains the results of in-depth instrumentological research 
and their summary. The third chapter (pp. 335–566) is a description of the organs built in 
the present diocese of Gliwice during the period from the middle of the nineteenth century 
to 1945. First it gives information about organs that do not exist any more. The descrip-
tion of the preserved instruments, however, is arranged in alphabetical order and grouped 
according to deanery affiliation. The characterization of the various instruments includes 
historical information concerning the history and the construction of the organ as well as 
data on any maintenance carried out. Then the author gives a description of the tracker ac-
tion, the windchests and the bellows, followed by an accurate list of the organs’ dispositions 
including their mixed voices. The research issue addressed in this work made it necessary to 
provide a thorough survey and description of the instruments preserved. This research work 
was carried out in the years 2004–2014. Starting from these results and on the basis of other 
available sources and studies described in the literature, the author succeeded in many cases 
in determining the exact year when the instruments were constructed and by whom. He 
found out that no less than 96 organs in churches of the Gliwice diocese – out of a number 
of 125 existing instruments – were built during the aforementioned period from the mid-
19th century to 1945. It was thus a period of intensification and transformation in the field 
of organ building. In those days such famous companies as Rieger and Berschdorf marked 
their presence, who built the highest percentage of organs in relation to the total number of 
instruments being researched. 

The fourth chapter (pp. 567–765) constitutes a detailed analysis of the instrumentologi-
cal research carried out. It includes aspects like the outward appearance and the construc-
tion of organs, but also their inside dimensions, i.e. the nature of their sound structure and 
issues concerning sound esthetics. The last point of this chapter presents a chronological list 
of the transformations that have been discussed. They essentially followed the same trends 
which prevailed at that time in the entire area of the German organbuilding tradition. The 
greatest changes occurred in the 1920s and 1930s. It was in that period that proportionally 
the highest number of the organs being researched was built. It was then that instruments 
built by companies like Klimosch und Dürschlag, Sauer or Biernacki first appeared. Among 
the major transformation factors to be mentioned is the first appearance of the open pros-
pect. A certain specificity (“Silesian tradition”) was the particularly strong implementation 
of the ideas of the so-called Orgelbewegung. 

The entire work is complemented by an annex (pp. 775–846) including a photographic 
documentation – in all, a number of 129 black and white illustrations. It is very helpful that 
the author also included an index of organbuilders and organbuilding companies as well as 
an index of the towns and churches in the Gliwice diocese. 

It is worth mentioning that the publication is built on a solid basis of source material. 
Suffice it to say that the bibliography (pp. 11–51) counts about 800 titles. The author con-
ducted an in-depth research in the state, parish and diocesan archives as well as in Polish 
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and German libraries such as the National Library in Leipzig, the National and the Univer-
sity Library of Cologne and the Central University Library of Regensburg. 

To sum up this book review, it must first of all be stressed that the publication pro-
vides a variety of valuable and hitherto unknown information concerning the organs in the 
Gliwice diocese. The author undertook the extremely ambitious task, which he ultimately 
implemented with great success, of thoroughly analysing the transformations in the con-
struction and sound characteristics of the instruments built in the described area during 
the period from the mid-19th century to 1945. In addition, the description of the preserved 
instruments that Rev. Koenig has submitted makes a significant contribution to the project 
of cataloguing the organs in the Gliwice diocese. And as the author rightly notes: “At the 
present stage, there is an apparent lack of studies that attempt to analytically and thoroughly 
comprehend the transformation processes. However, an understanding of those processes 
on the basis of studied and described instruments, built on the foundation of earlier histori-
cal and source research, based on an analysis of the material gathered and its compilation 
in accordance with the increasingly rich scientific literature on the subject, is a further step 
towards a better understanding of organbuilding traditions in general. The specified tradi-
tion establishes itself within the framework of constantly ongoing changes that take place in 
an evolutionary way and in a specific historical and cultural context” (pp. 70–71).

Andrzej Prasał

At the end of 2011 the first volume of the “Polish Organ Bibliography“ by Maria Szy-
manowicz was published by the Lublin-based publishing house Polihymnia, which has spe-
cialised in the publication of musical and musicological literature. The next volumes were 
published in 2014 and 2018. The scientific importance of this publication was clearly point-
ed out by the words of the reviewer of the first volume, the distinguished organ scientist late 
professor Jerzy Gołos (1931–2019), long time Professor at the Fryderyk Chopin University 
of Music in Warsaw, who wrote in his review of the first volume of the Bibliography that, 
referring to the work published by professor Maria Szymanowicz he could only “use super-
latives. Her work is sensational, not only on the national level”. The most valuable among 
those superlatives certainly was that it could be called an extraordinary support instrument 
for work and research in the field of organ science and instrumentology that Polish organ 
scientists and instrumentologists had been lacking until then. 

Professor Maria Szymanowicz is the second director in the history of the Chair of Musi-
cology at the Department of Arts (previously at the Department of Musicology) of the Saint 

REVIEW MARIA SZYMANOWICZ, Polska bibliografia organów, vol. 1, 
Lublin: Polihymnia 2011, pp. 494, ISBN 978-83-7270-956-1; 
vol. 2, Lublin: Polihymnia 2014, pp. 478, ISBN 978-83-7847-
241-4; vol. 3, Lublin: Polihymnia 2018, pp. 230, ISBN 978-83-
7847-496-8.
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Paul II Catholic University of Lublin and 
heiress to the legacy of Rev. Professor Jan 
Chwałek (1930–2018), the fondly remem-
bered Polish organ scientist and teacher to 
several generations of Polish organ scien-
tists. Professor M. Szymanowicz has been 
attached to the Chair of Musicology from 
the beginning of her scientific career, which 
is why she disposes of exceptional knowl-
edge in the field of Polish organ literature, 
a fact that entitles her to write a work like 
the one being described here. 

In the first volume of her work, in the 
words of the “Introduction”, the author 
points out that the idea to prepare a study 
of Polish literature on that subject was in-
spired by the work of the German author 
Rudolf Reuter who for his part had written 
a study of the German organ history as ear-
ly as some decades ago (Bibliographie der 
Orgel. Literatur zur Geschichte der Orgel bis 
1968, Kassel: Bärenreiter 1973, pp. 267). Following that model M. Szymanowicz decided to 
conduct an investigation of the following items: magazines, encyclopedias, authors’ books, 
typescripts (documentations, expertises, opinions, studies, maintenance work programmes, 
organ projects and diploma papers), collective works, guides, occasional publications and 
book series. Therefore we should appreciate the author’s outstanding contribution in con-
ducting such a wide-ranging investigation, since collecting those results certainly was an 
extremely labour-intensive and hence also time-consuming challenge. This fact should be 
a reason for great appreciation from the community of Polish organ scientists for the au-
thor’s work. 

Each of the published volumes of the “Polish Organ Bibliography” has a specific amount 
of bibliographic entries. Volumes I and II each contain 1,000 entries, while volume III con-
sists of 500 entries. The next volume of the „Bibliography”, i.e. volume IV, is currently under 
preparation. 

The methodology for establishing the bibliography is identical in all of the volumes, and 
each new volume is a continuation of the preceding ones. 

The basic structure of the compiled „Bibliography” is made up of four parts. 
The first of them is a register of the compiled bibliography. It contains a register of the 

Polish literature on organs (texts devoted to a specific organ, or longer mentions), arranged 
alphabetically according to the authors’ names. In the first volume the register starts with 
a list of 77 texts without reference to an author. Each bibliographical entry referred to in the 
first volume received a specific number from 01 to 1,000, in the second volume from 1,001 
to 2,000, and in the third volume from 2,001 to 2,500. 
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The three following parts of the publication are made up of three basic indexes which 
are typical of this kind of work, created on the basis of the relevant literature mentioned in 
the first parts. 

The second part contains a subject index. This is an alphabetical list of so-called key-
words. They go back exclusively to the titles of the bibliographical entries covered by the 
investigation. Each of the keywords in the index was attributed the number of the entry in 
the bibliographical register of the first part. Some keywords were further specified, e.g. the 
construction of the organ was divided into certain elements like voices, bellows etc. The 
keyword was treated similarly, i.e. organ builders, for example, was specified by a list of the 
names of the specific organ builders. Other keywords were also extended in a similar way. 
In this regard it is also important that the names of the churches were specified for towns 
that have more than one church. 

The third part provides an index of persons that were engaged in the construction or 
the maintenance of a given instrument. Names are indicated in alphabetical order. It also 
contains all variants of the first names of organ builders mentioned in the bibliographical 
entries, which can be a valuable help for the identification of organ builders, especially those 
who worked in distant times. The numbers attributed to each of the mentioned persons also 
refer to the bibliographical list in the first part, in other words to the entry under which the 
name in question is mentioned. 

Then the fourth chapter provides an index of places. This is a very comprehensive part 
of the publication and also contains an alphabetical list of the places mentioned in the bib-
liographical entries of the first part. This list shows all the localities which possess an organ. 
Whenever there is more than one church in a given locality, the names of the churches are 
also listed separately or there is an indication which denomination the given church belongs 
to, e.g. that it is a Protestant church. This is extremely important because in cases of cities 
like Warsaw or Wrocław, the number of places given in the list includes no less than about 
a hundred place names. A similar approach was followed in the case of monastery churches. 
In such cases it was specified that the respective church is, for example, a church of the 
Reformati. In addition, with regard to some localities, the list also contains other places like 
synagogues, museums or schools which house or once housed an organ. The numbers in the 
list also refer to the list of literature in the first part of the publication. 

Hence all of the aforementioned indexes created by the author – the indexes of subjects, 
of persons and of places – in accordance with the methodology for compiling this type of 
bibliography, directly relate to the list of literature in the first part of the respective volume. 
The fifth and last part of each volume provides a list of the publications that were covered by 
the investigation. It contains all the titles mentioned by the author on which she based the 
respective volume of the “Bibliography”. 

At the end of each volume there is a list of the abbreviations used in the publication. 
In summarizing this short presentation of the three volumes of the “Polish Organ Bibli-

ography” that have been published so far, attention should be drawn to four points. 
Firstly, the “Bibliography” published by Professor M. Szymanowicz has become a highly 

convenient, useful and necessary tool in the hands of all organ scientists – and not just in 
Poland. In fact, this does not only concern people who have a scientific interest in organs, 
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but the published book is also valuable for anybody dealing with the subject of organs, even 
as a pastime, in other words, it is a precious tool for any organ enthusiast. 

Secondly, a very positive impression is created by the editorial design of the publica-
tion. In this respect it is worth noting again that each of the volumes was given a different-
coloured cover. In this way, the colour difference between the exterior layout, which was 
designed by Father Dr. Julian M. Śmierciak OFM, helps to intuitively distinguish the volume 
number that one is reaching for on the bookcase. 

Thirdly, the three volumes published so far show the importance that the author herself 
attaches to them, who, as I  think, has already understood their timeless value. Therefore 
each volume of the “Bibliography” has its own dedication reflecting the author’s emotional 
relationship to the mentioned persons. The first two volumes were dedicated to the above 
mentioned two Polish organ scientists. The first volume was dedicated to Rev. Professor Jan 
Chwałek, and the second one to Jerzy Gołos. The dedication of the third volume, however, 
is to the author’s loved ones. 

Fourthly, the author’s announcement that the work on the publication of the subsequent, 
already fourth, volume of the “Polish Organ Bibliography” is almost completed should be 
welcomed with great joy. The community of organ scientists, including those in Opole as-
sociated with the Department of Musicology at the University of Opole and the yearbook 
“Folia Organologica” are waiting impatiently for its publication.

Franciszek� Koenig

The organ is called the king of in-
struments for a reason. They can bring 
out the highest and lowest sound that 
a  human ear can hear. They can play 
very quietly, and after a  while over-
whelm with the power of their sound 
the space of the largest temple. This is 
the only instrument that can imitate the 
timbre of other instruments – even all 
at the same time. And most important-
ly, this whole orchestra resounds under 
the fingers of just one organist! How is 
this possible? Grzegorz Poźniak’s book 
tells all this – About organs with chil-
dren and for children.

REVIEW About the distinguished king, his sonic power and  
an uncommonly furnished kingdom in a new reveal
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The mentioned position debuted on the Polish publishing market in May 2018 and 
since then it has enjoyed uninterrupted interest of all readers – small and large “children”. 
After all, to everyone’s surprise, it has also become an excellent help wherever the un-
fathomable wisdom of standard textbooks on organs seemed unbridled. But can one talk 
about such complicated issues and complex mechanisms in a way that is accessible even 
to a child, and at the same time true? 

There is not a slightest doubt that the author of the item in question perfectly accom-
plished this seemingly unbelievable and impossible task, and his ingenuity and creative 
inventiveness have revealed to the readers puzzling and inaccessible spheres. The original 
literary text combined with illustrations by Małgorzata Kowalcze, which are the result of 
a remarkable artistic vision, and the spectacular graphic layout of the whole contributed 
to the overall success of the book. The quality of the book was honored by the Association 
of Catholic Publishers with Feniks 2019 Award.

It is no wonder that the print edition ran out quickly. In the end, who would not want 
to have a royal position in their collections, especially so distinguished? This fact, in turn, 
became an impulse for the publisher to prepare the second edition of the organ story, 
which appeared at the beginning of 2020. This time, however, the book took on a non-
pink, as in the case of the first edition, coloring of the cover, but – to distinguish – dressed 
itself in the tone of royal blue. However, it invariably enjoys us with spectacular interior, 
and most importantly, it shows that education does not have to be boring, and knowledge 
and good fun can go hand in hand.

This position should be recommended to all parents, teachers and educators who 
want to educate their pupils in the spirit of Christian and humanistic values. This reading 
not only introduces valuable knowledge in the field of organ studies and organ construc-
tion, but also sensitizes to beauty and indicates the need to cultivate tradition and care 
for the environment. In addition, it encourages participation in higher music culture and 
listening to good music, while providing many great experiences and inviting readers to 
experience an amazing adventure.

This book will surely convince everyone that the organ is a real king who can truly be 
liked. So let’s take advantage of the invitation to his unique kingdom of sounds. “Only real 
music is beautiful, and the people who listen to it – children, teenagers, adults – become 
more beautiful! (...) Your Majesty, reign with your sounds, colors, power and majesty!”

Ewelina Szendzielorz


